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Bowhunters have become
absolutely obsessed with elim-
inating odor. Customers will-

ingly invest $350-plus for activated-
charcoal duds. They dutifully don
antimicrobial base-layer underwear
to further enhance the effectiveness of
filtering charcoal suits. They wear suf-
focating “breathe
shields” no matter
how warm, and
wouldn’t think of
bowhunting without
scent-free gloves and
boots. Part of the
s c e n t - d e s t r oy i n g
mania are what one
friend calls bowhunt-
ing “lotions and
potions” that many
bowhunters swallow,
wallow in and liberal-
ly douse themselves
with before every
bowhunt.

The game we
pursue think we
stink; this we know.
Some believe that reverently, others
don’t buy into the details but go
through the motions just in case
there’s actually something to it. This
adds up to big business. The customer
who’s dropped in preceding an
archery-season opener for a fresh
dozen arrows or to have his bow ser-
viced is an easy sell for an added bot-
tle of scent-killer spray, scent-free
laundry detergent and hunter-safe
hair and body wash. In short, scent
control sells.

The bigger dilemma is choosing
brands customers will buy from a lit-
eral flood of new products. New for-
mulas and technologies surface faster
than pigweed after rain, all claiming to
make everything that came before
obsolete. This can prove confusing for

retailers and customers alike. To that
end Arrow Trade talked to some lead-
ers in various scent-prevention
approaches, allowing them to explain
why their products work to give
bowhunting customers a scent-free
edge.

Better Bowhunting 
Through Chemistry

Scent-control sprays are arguably
the largest segment of the odor-elimi-
nation industry. They have become
standard-issue with nearly every
practicing bowhunter; sprayed on
boots, used to douse daypacks, bows
and hunting clothing before entering
the field. These are formulas that do
more than mask or cover scents, but
suppress or neutralize them at a mol-
ecular level.       

Mike Jordan, vice-president of
technology at Atsko/Sno-Seal, Inc.,
knows as much about scent-control
as anyone around. He points out that
nature’s natural disposal system is oxi-
dation. Rust on metal, or rotting logs,
are examples of oxidation, of an object

being broken down. “N-O-Dor liquid
spray is an odor oxidizer, an odor
destroyer,” says Jordan. “It accelerates
oxidation through chemical reaction,
breaking down compounds that

cause odor. A lot of
scent-control prod-
ucts absorb odor,
which means they
also hold it. If they get
wet or warm they
release the odors
they’ve absorbed — so
absorption is not the
best way to prevent
odors. Cover scents
don’t work, as they
only cover one odor
with another. The key
is to totally get rid of
odors. 

“N-O-Dor spray is
completely safe on
any portion of your
body, and can even be

used to safely eliminate mouth odors.
It contains a proprietary compound
unique in the hunting industry, but is
widely used in the medical industry.”

Atsko couldn’t get both the long
shelf life and the performance it want-
ed from a pre-mixed product, so each
bottle carries a small envelope of
powder the customer dumps in
before hunting season. Full potency is
then assured for the next six months.
N-O-Dor comes in twin pack 8 ounce
sprays, as well a 32 ounce refill, or in a
combo set that includes the easy-car-
rying flat spray bottle and the big refill.
There’s also a N-O-Dor product pack-
aged to appeal to fishermen that
mixes up into eight 8-ounce bottles.

Kishel’s Quality Animal Scents &
Lures’ Pro Shield spray incorporates a
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custom blend of antioxidants that
completely eliminate human and
most other game-spooking odors,
including animal urines, says owner
Kevin Kishel. This is not a masking or
cover scent, it completely eliminates
odors. “It doesn’t leave a residue or
perfumey smell to alert game and is
best used in areas of perspiration and
on any items touched by your hands,”
says Kishel. “Think of Pro Shield as
your shower away from home.”  

Muzzy Product’s Mark Land says
“It (Scrape Juice Super Odor
Eliminator) stops the biological action
of scent on contact. It simply kills
odors; odors are gone even over an
extended period of time. Even after a
whole week of hunting hard clothes
sprayed with it don’t smell at all.”

Robinson Outdoors/Scent Shield
marketing man, Michael Mayer,
explains the differences in the compa-
ny’s several scent-control sprays:
“The Original simply neutralizes
odors on contact through a chemical
reaction. White Lightning and Carbon
Blast also neutralize odors through
chemical action, but add a scent-
absorption element. Existing odors
are neutralized on contact, but odors
emanating after initial spray-down are
absorbed by additional ingredients.
Newer Ti4 has these qualities (see
“Metal Revolution” below) but adds
new aspects of oxidation and ele-
ments to retard bacterial growth.”   

Scent-Lok Technologies vice pres-
ident of marketing, Mike Andrews,

says Boot & Accessory Spray is a criti-
cal part of their “Six Steps To Success”
guarantee. “This is important because
so many hunting items we all use
become impregnated with odors. We
recommend spraying your hands
before getting dressed, then after
dressing spraying down all the hunt-
ing stuff you’ll be carrying. 

“Our product is very stable, so has
a long shelf life. It works to neutralize
odors with a completely scent-free
formula that’s very compatible with
Scent-Lok clothing. Some scent killers
have scents incorporated, which we
don’t recommend for use with our

(activated charcoal) clothing,”
Andrews added.

Wildlife Research Center’s presi-
dent, John Burgeson, says that human
odors are stopped dead as they pass
through an application of Scent Killer
Spray; the first 100-percent odorless
scent-elimination spray in the indus-
try. “It grabs the odor molecules as
they pass and doesn’t let them pass
through. After it absorbs these odors it
neutralizes them. In a study conduct-
ed by Rutgers University they found
that Scent Killer spray eliminated 99
percent of replicated human odors
that passed through (our product).”    

Metal Revolution
Scent Shield’s

Michael Mayer says the
new Ti4 Quad-action
Formula uses every trick
in the book to destroy
human odors. It neutral-
izes odors on contact,
absorbs organic odors
as they pass, oxidizes
tougher odors by break-
ing them down and kills
odor-causing bacteria
over an extended peri-
od. “Hydroxyl radicals

take odor and reduce them to inert
(odorless) compounds, while also
retarding the growth of bacteria that
directly causes odors. Quad formula
means it’s always on, and when intro-
duced to light the titanium ingredi-
ents actually cause it to work at a

The names Robinson and scent control
have been linked since Bill Robinson start-
ed the category when he introduced Scent
Shield Spray as an outgrowth of his
research into controlling pet odors. While
Robinson Outdoors has more potent scent
killers like the new Ti4 above, many
hunters are comfortable using the original.

The Tink’s product line includes scent-eliminating spray, laundry soap and hair & body
soap, packed in 4-ounce bottles. All use patented NoRoma as the active ingredient.
NoRoma starts a rapid oxidation process to eliminate odor.
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higher rate.”      
Xtreme Scents’ president Jeff

Stawiarski says they entered the
scent-control business in 2001 with
their original spray – still available —
but in 2005 they began adding silver
colloid (extremely small silver mole-
cules suspended in liquid form).
“Adding silver (to Silver XP Scent
Eliminator Spray and Wipes) adds
longevity to our product by not only
eliminating odors on contact, but
continuing to eliminate bacteria
hours later. It’s a dual-action product,
eliminating and killing both bacterial-
causing odor molecules (i.e. human
scent) and non-bacterial odors such
as smoke and food scents. This is
proven technology that works on con-
tact and doesn’t need recharging.

“If you’ll look at our “Dare To
Compare” tests on our web site you’ll
see how you can test Silver XP Scent
Eliminator Spray against any other
brand in the industry. This includes
putting a few drops of raccoon urine
on cotton balls and placing them in a
paper cup, then spraying them with
various products. You’ll find our prod-
uct kills odors on contact. Some prod-
ucts only start working after a few
minutes. Ours also continues to elim-
inate odors long after some of the
leading brands have quit working.”   

Enzyme Scent Eaters
Dead Down Wind approaches

scent control from a completely
unique angle, using a bio-engineered
process the company calls
“Nanozyme” technology. The system
prevents human bacteria from devel-
oping on the skin and creating human
odor. The system includes patented

Nano- and Fusion technologies.
Nano-Technology transforms parti-
cles to the atomic level, producing the
smallest particles possible and allow-
ing Dead Down Wind enzymes to
work between and break the bonds of
odor-causing compounds more effi-
ciently and quickly. Fusion
Technology adheres two or more for-
eign particles, delivering Dead Down
Wind’s enzyme formula to odor
sources most effectively In a nut shell,
these very small (Nano-Technology)
ESP (Enzyme Scent Prevention) mole-
cule strands (Fusion Technology)
attack odors at the molecular level,
“snipping” the chemical bonds that
create them. These enzyme strands
are delivered quickly via ScentPrevent
Field Spray and Field Wash Cloths. 

Bowhunter’s Little Helper
These FDA-approved, odor-elimi-

nating pills are quickly gaining trac-
tion and widespread approval with
bowhunters. They are taken daily well
before and during your hunt to work
with your body’s natural chemistry to
help lower scent levels emanating
from your skin. 

Hunting Science owner/presi-
dent Neil Bretl says Chor-O-Flage gel-
caps use chlorophyll as an active
ingredient, a substance long given to
medical patients whose condition
causes them to emit high levels of
odor. Bretl says his liquid gel-cap,
each containing 100 mm of liquid
chlorophyll, provides once-a-day
effectiveness.

“I certainly didn’t invent this tech-
nology,” says Bretl, “I was only looking
for a more efficient way of getting
effective doses of chlorophyll into the

system. Chlorophyll does nothing
more than add oxygen to your blood,
which naturally helps your body elim-
inate odors. Taken three to five days
before your hunt they allow you to eat
whatever you want without worry of
producing game-spooking odors.”

Scent Shield’s Michael Mayer says
Sportsman’s Edge is a high-potency
vitamin specifically formulated to aid
in hunting-related performance such
as improving low-light vision, con-
centration and increasing blood flow
for added comfort in cold conditions.
More specific to our discussion, they

Circle 220 on Response Card

Silver XP Wipes and the Silver XP Spray
have a silver element that makes them
more effective, Xtreme Scents says.

Nullo odor-reducing capsules have been
proven safe and effective in hospital and
nursing homes, and now are being market-
ed to hunters.
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contain zinc, which naturally helps
reduce body odor. The Body Shield
Deodorant Pill, according to Mayer,
contains chlorophyll, alfalfa and cop-
per ingredients that more directly and
actively combat human odors. 

Nullo from Monticello Drug
Company has been in use in the med-
ical field for over 50 years, but the cur-
rent strong interest in scent control
among hunters has the company
marketing the pills to bowhunters.
Nullo is widely used in hospitals and
nursing homes to help control odors
from patients who are incontinent or
who have to wear  colostomy bags.
Alan Ainsworth, VP for sales and dis-
tributing, says while similar products
derive their chlorophyllin copper
complex from the alfalfa leaf, Nullo
uses a unique manufacturing process
like no other. “Nullo’s primary ingredi-
ent causes a change in metabolism of
odor-producing bacteria. This neu-
tralizes the odorous gas in bacterial
cultures. Thus the odors of bodily
wastes are dramatically reduced or
eliminated.”

Nullo doesn’t just make your
bathroom smell fresher, testimonials
on the web site say it reduces every-
thing from foot odor to breath odor
(including bad breath in dogs!)   For
the best results, Ainsworth recom-
mends people take one caplet in the
morning and one at night. The dosage

may vary with each indi-
vidual’s weight and diet,
so a heavier hunter with
a fondness for spicy
foods may take up to
three caplets per day -
two in the morning, and
one in the evening.
“Over the week prior to
the hunt, the body will
absorb enough of the
primary ingredient to
neutralize body odor,”
Ainsworth says, though
for some it can take as
little as three days.
“Maintain the same
dosage everyday
throughout the hunting
season. Nullo is water
soluable and will flush
out of your system with-
in 24 hours after you

stop taking the product.”

Powdered Scent Control
Simple baking powder was

bowhunting’s first odor-control agent,
an inexpensive substance that attracts
and traps odors, but quickly flushes
them when it becomes wet. Today
scent-control powders have become
more sophisticated, longer lasting,
more aggressive in capturing odors
and holding them tight. They can be
used anywhere scent control is
desired, but are especially effective for
sprinkling into stinky hunting boots. 

Atsko’s Mike Jordan says N-O-Dor
II Powder is a man-made Abscents
crystal designed to actively attract
odors and tenaciously hold them even
if wet or warmed. “Abscents has a pos-
itive affinity for organic odors,” says
Jordan. “It then takes more energy and
therefore more heat to free the odor
molecules from Abscents crystals. It
even helps make carbon suits more
effective. As conditions change car-
bon suits can become less effective,
through a rise in temperature or
humidity in particular. These condi-
tions are easily overcome by supple-
menting carbon suits with N-O-Dor II
powder. N-O-Dor is hydrophobic and
must reach temperatures of about 800
degrees before releasing captured
odors.

“To assure the pores of activated

carbon remain empty after proper
washing and heating, bowhunters
store carbon suits in odorless bags or
tubs. To make carbon suits more
effective and maximize storage
advantages, sprinkle in N-O-Dor II. It
scavenges odor and even draws down
any odor remaining in the carbon suit.
It also makes carbon more effective
through a wider range of conditions
sprinkled directly into the material,
and rinses right out during washing.
N-O-Dor II has also proven itself in
hunter’s boots for years,” Jordan says.

Like other Dead Down Wind
scent-elimination products, the
ScentPrevent Powder uses Nanozyme
technology to prevent odor by break-
ing down odor-causing agents at the
molecular level. The powder can be
applied directly to the skin or sprin-
kled into boots, and helps prevent
odors even when temperatures climb
during physical activity. 

Kishel’s Scents Powder Scent
Eliminator is an odorless powder that
contains a negative ionic charge that
instantly absorbs and contains

81Circle 227 on Response Card

WEATHER TAMER CABLE SLIDE

•  MACHINED ALUMINUM OR 
MACHINED DELRIN

• FLUTED APERTURE INSURES 
NO CHATTER AND CONSISTENT 

FRICTION WET OR DRY
• LARGE STRING GROOVES MEAN 

LESS WEAR AND NATURAL 
MOVEMENT

WINNER’S CHOICE CUSTOM 
BOWSTRINGS

(541) 575-0818
WWW.WINNERSCHOICESTRINGS.COM

Atsko’s N-O-Dor powder is particularly effective at block-
ing odor production inside the warm, moist enviroment of
boot interiors.
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human and other odors before they
can be released into the air. It also
contains two extremely effective
odor-destroying ingredients that
attack human odors at the molecular
level to destroy scent on contact. It’s
safe for use anywhere on the body.       

Natural Predator’s Scott Turriff is
extremely excited about TRUCarbon.
“TRUCarbon is different than any-
thing else out there,” he begins. “It
allows many different applications
not possible with other scent-control
products, using proven and highly-
effective activated carbon technology
to absorb gaseous molecules as they
pass through your pores. It’s basically
a cure-all for scent-control applica-
tions, and in tests conducted by
Virginia Tech University was found to
be number one in eliminating simu-
lated human odors compared with
other products.

“One of its primary advantages is
using it for preseason clothing treat-
ment. By adding two to four table-
spoons per gallon of water you can
immerse hunting clothes in it for 100
percent coverage, creating scent-
elimination clothing out of any mate-
rial. This is especially useful during
warm early-season hunts, saturating
cooling cotton clothes with activated
carbon. When the carbon becomes
saturated and ineffective you simply
wash it out and reapply. Our product
can’t be regenerated at temperatures
lower than 2,000 degrees (F), but one
bottle ($12.99) easily makes eight gal-
lons of scent-elimination spray for
recharging clothing. This also allows
you to take what’s left over after
immersing your
clothes and eco-
nomically spraying
down stands and

blinds or other hunting
gear.

“TRUCarbon can
also be used as a boot
powder and is especially
effective as a skin camo,
used directly on the skin
to absorb odors and dull
the shine of exposed
skin. When you’re fin-
ished hunting is washes
right off with soap and
water. Guys out West or
in the South can wear
shorts and a T-shirt on
hot days and still receive
complete coverage. It’s
also very lightweight,
allowing hunters to carry
it in their pack without
liquid’s weight. Some
guys out West have also
been adding it to their
solar showers to create a carbon
shield while bathing.

“The biggest advantage is
TRUCarbon is always fresh the day
you use it,” adds Turriff. “Open a bot-
tle and you have 100 percent, com-
pletely charged carbon ready to go.”      

Down in the Pits
The human armpit is a natural

reservoir of human odor, outlet to
copious sweat glands that create
moisture and a breeding ground of
odor-causing bacteria. Underarm
deodorant is a large part of the social
contract for those who enter the
workplace, though these are chalk-
full of perfumes and scents that alert
game. Odor-free hunter’s antiperspi-

rant/deodorants offer an obvious
solution. 

Dead Down Wind ScentPrevent
Antiperspirant also uses Nanozyme
technology to eliminate odor-causing
bacteria at the source and prevent
future development in the field for
hours. It’s effective even when it grows
warm or when sweating. 

Hunting Science Deer-Odorant is
different, says, owner/president Neil
Bretl. It’s made from all-natural crys-
tallized salt. Bretl says it offers 24-
hour protection from odors through
all-natural, fragrance free action that
doesn’t contain aluminum chlorohy-
drate and will not clog pores. Simply
wet the hypoallergenic stick and
apply to naturally fight the produc-

Circle 166 on Response Card

Many scent control brands now include
deodorant products, such as these from
the Scent Shield and Scent Killer lines.

TRUCarbon from Natural Predator has many applica-
tions, from using in a rinse for hunting clothes to applying
to face, arms and hands as skin camo.
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tion of odor-causing bacteria.    
Kishel’s Scents Deodorant is a

long-lasting, odorless formula that
includes special antibacterial ingredi-
ents that are completely safe and stop
human odors without harsh chemi-
cals. It comes in a small resealable 1.5-
ounce tub easily carried into the field. 

Scent Shield Underarm Deodor-
ant is 100-percent odorless. In basic
terms it prevents perspiration mois-
ture that acts as a bacteria breeding
ground and has long-lasting deodor-
ant ingredients that absorb and
destroy odors before they develop,
according to Michael Mayer.    

Wildlife Research Center Scent
Killer Anti-Perspirant & Deodorant is
also a basic, unscented antiperspi-
rant/deodorant, says president John
Burgeson. “At the most basic level it
stops you from sweating, eliminating
the moist environment odor-causing
bacteria thrives in. You can put that
stuff on and three days later you’re still
in good shape.”  

Breath Block
More human scent originates

from the human mouth than most
hunters believe. Besides simple bad
breath, and the odors from the coffee
you drank to stay awake while driving
to your stand or the donut or Egg
McMuffin you inhaled for breakfast,
warm exhaled air is more volatile than
cooler scents emanating from the sur-
face of hunting clothing so it spreads
quicker and further. Controlling
breath odors is the newest line of
defense in the quest for scent elimina-
tion. 

Dead Down Wind offers
ScentPrevent Mouth Spray and Tooth
Paste, another step in the company’s
wide-ranging Nanozyme technology
scent-control program. 

Hunting Science Gum-O-Flage
was developed by owner/president
Neil Bretl as a topical preventative of
mouth odors. “This chlorophyll-
based gum also contains added
antimicrobial agents and does no
more than immediately clean your
tongue and
mouth, killing
bacteria to elimi-
nate odors longer.
It was once
thought that most
mouth odors orig-
inated from the
s t o m a c h , but
research has
proven that some-
thing like 80 per-
cent of it actually
comes directly
from your mouth.
It has also been
proven that
m o u t h wash
allows odor-caus-
ing bacteria to
regenerate within
five minutes after
use. Much of the
information used
in developing
G u m - O - F l a g e
came from my
younger brother,
who’s a dentist.”  

Newer Alfalfa

Honey flavor also includes alfalfa and
parsley oils, creating a milder flavor,
but also natural odor fighting agents
that destroy breath odors on contact. 

Scent Shield’s Michael Mayers
says the most important active ingre-
dient in Breath Shield Deodorant
Gum is zinc, an element that increas-
es your body’s natural properties for
combating odors.  

Steve Fondie, Vapor Shield’s Vice
president (makers of Vapor Trail cus-
tom bow strings and cables), says
Vapor Shield Lozenges include gritti-
ness that acts like a tongue scraper to
remove odor-causing bacteria from
the tongue. This gritty texture is creat-
ed by odor-fighting carbon and
chlorophyll that also absorb any
odors left over. The lozenges are
sucked on like candy and Fondie says
they actually include an agreeably-
sweet taste, though they do turn your
tongue black. They come in 12-
lozenge bubble packs that easily slip
into a pocket or hunting pack.

Xtreme Scents’ all-new Breath
Strip is an FDA-approved product that
coats the inside of your mouth with an

Circle 175 on Response Card

Silver XP
Breath Strips
and Vapor
Shield’s
tongue-scrub-
bing lozenges
were new this
year. Also
shown at top
are the Breath
Gum from
Scent Shield
and in the
clear package
at right, Gum-
O-Flage from
Hunting
Science.
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antibacterial film. This works to fight
and eliminate the formation of bacte-
ria that causes odors. It was developed
with the assistance of a dental school
and includes a pleasant taste, accord-
ing to company president Jeff
Stawiarski. He goes on to say, “You can
do everything right regarding scent
control and preparing your clothing
for the hunt but forget about breath
odor; which is significant. Breath
Strips makes it easy to control odors in
this critical area.”   

Splish-Splash, Taking A Bath
Total scent control starts well

before the hunt, washing your body
and hair with specially-formulated
hunter body soaps and shampoos
that leave no perfume residue
behind.     

Atsko’s Mike Jordan says, “Sport-
Wash Hair & Body Soap was designed
to eliminate odors by washing every-
thing away 100 percent. This means a
complete clean with absolutely no
residue left behind. If soap leaves
residue, it leaves an odor. I don’t care
if that residue smells like dirt. Dirt
smells different in every area and

you’re still introduc-
ing a foreign odor. 

“Our Hair & Body
Soap removes bacte-
ria with a special
blend of biodegrad-
able straight-chain
vegetable surfactants
that rinse completely,
without use of irritat-
ing antimicrobials.
Recent studies even
show that depositing
a low dose of antimi-
crobial agents can
actually cause
offending organisms
to become stronger
and more resistant.
Sport-Wash not only
washes away the
organisms and their
odorous byproducts,
but also removes dead skin and other
organic debris which microbes feed
on, so it takes hours of sweating
before they can re-grow to problem
concentrations.

“Sport-Wash functions through
“surfactency,” which means it attach-

es to organic molecules on one end
while attached to water on the other.
This allows it to grab the odor mole-
cule and pull it from your skin or hair
as water carries it away,” Jordan con-
cluded.

Dead Down Wind ScentPrevent
Body & Hair Soap, Shampoo &
Conditioner, Bar Soap, Body Foam
and Lotion destroy human odor using
skin-cleansing Nanozyme technology
that eliminates bacteria on the skin
and scalp, allowing customers to start
their hunt 100 percent scent free,
then maintaining a zero-scent envi-
ronment for hours afterwards. 

Kishel’s Scent’s Body Wash
includes a rich lather formula that
cleans deeply to stop odor-producing
bacteria in its tracks. It also works to
remove other foreign odors and will
not dry customers’ skin.

Michael Mayers, marketing man
for Scent Shield, says the key to Hair &
Body Deodorant, Liquid Body Soap,
Shampoo & Conditioner and Body
Bath Towels is simply an odor-free, no
residue formula that helps reduce
bacteria build-up on the skin and in
your hair. 

Wildlife Research’s Scent Killer
Anti-Odor Liquid Soap, Scent Killer
Shampoo and Scent Killer Bar Soap,
despite their green color, contain no
chlorophyll as many believe, says
Wildlife Research president John

84 Circle 104 on Response Card

Shampoo and Body Wash was introduced in the Muzzy
Products line for 2006, in value-priced 16 ounce packages.

Scent-killing bath soaps for hunters are available in bar or liquid form under brands
like Scent Shield, Scent Killer, Silver XP and (far right) the Sport Wash cleaner from Atsko.
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Burgeson. He elaborates: “We have a
really good formula that really cleans
you off. It leaves little residue, and
when thoroughly rinsed leaves no
active ingredients behind. We have
received lots of feedback on these
products from people praising their
effectiveness.”

Xtreme Scents’ Silver XP Body
Foam, according to president Jeff
Stawiarski, can be applied with or
without showering, working on con-
tact with the added power of colloidi-
al silver. “I guarantee it will eliminate
odors while in the field, on contact
and long into your hunt,” says
Stawiarski.  

Laundry Room Essentials
There’s simply no use ascribing to

the entire scent-control program only
to don camouflage duds that are per-
meated with human odors or seeped
in perfumes, or even UV-brightening
dyes that visually give away your posi-
tion even when the wind is in your
favor. Hunter-formula laundry deter-
gents leave your camouflage duds
completely scent free without leaving
UV-loaded phosphates behind.   

Atsko Sport-Wash Residue Free
Laundry Detergent and Sport-Wash
Carbon Care work on the same prin-
cipals as Sport-Wash Hair & Body
Soap, says Mike Jordan. “Surfactency
action grabs odor molecules on one
end and pulls it from the material
fibers or carbon as water carries it
away. It leaves clothing absolutely
residue free; nothing gets caught.

When we formulated
Carbon Care we
introduced a minute
change in chemical
formula, only a slight
difference, that
works better with
carbon products to
assure carbon pores
are flushed out com-
pletely without clog-
ging them in the
process.”  

Dead Down
Wind ScentPrevent
Laundry Detergent
and Dryer Sheets are
highly effective at
creating scent-free

clothing, but also promise not to fade
your favorite camouflage duds even
after repeated washings. They also
include a UV inhibitor to keep cus-
tomers invisible. It’s even safe on wool
and carbon outfits, using the compa-
ny’s exclusive Nanozyme formula to
eliminate odors and unclog carbon
molecules. 

Kishel’s Scents Clothes Wash is
highly concentrated, so a little goes a
long way, but also helps to keep
human odors at bay all day long.
According to Kevin Kishel it contains
“triclocarbon,” an active ingredient
that kills human odor and includes
the benefit of built-in UV killers that
eliminate UV-loaded phosphates
from incorrectly laundered hunting
clothing.   

Scent-Lok Premium Clothing
Wash, says the company’s Mike
Andrews, is another critical step in
properly maintaining Scent-Lok
clothing. It’s specially formulated to
clean the deep pores of activated
charcoal, while remaining safe for all
fibers. It’s completely scent free and
allows safe washing for a recom-
mended three- to four-time-a-year
Scent-Lok wash schedule. According
to Andrews, using regular detergents
not only introduces scent that can
alert game, but can cause adverse
chemical reactions that might dam-
age the effectiveness of Scent-Lok’s
activated charcoal, especially by clog-
ging charcoal pores and lowering
scent-absorbing capacity.

Scent Shield Clothes Wash follows

standard procedure by remaining
odor and residue free, washing
clothes completely without introduc-
ing odors of its own. Carbon formula
is specially formulated to unplug the
pores of carbon particles found in
popular activated charcoal clothing,
says Michael Mayers.

Wildlife Research Clothing Wash,
Liquid Clothing Wash and Scent Killer
Carbo Wash are all unscented and
extremely effective, says president
John Burgeson. “Our clothes washes
are even rated for use in high-efficien-
cy washing machines, which require
special detergents to keep from ruin-
ing clothing. They produce a low
foam level and rinse thoroughly. They
also contain no UV brighteners or
perfumes, with a formula that chemi-
cally attacks and eliminates odors.”  

Xtreme Scents Silver XP Laundry
Detergent, says company president
Jeff Stawiarski, “Cleans the fabric
thoroughly without fading camou-
flage patterns. It does this without any
UV enhancers.”

These are but a sampling of the
multitude of scent-eliminating
options available to the bowhunter
today. Understanding how they work
not only helps you choose products
best for your area and hunting condi-
tions, but helps you explain products
intelligently to curious customers. 

Some of the scent-killing laundry products for hunters.
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